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THIRTEEN PORTRAITS 

OFFERING AN UNUSUAL INSIGHT 

INTO MATHEMATICS
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Nalini Anantharaman (Strasbourg): mathematical physics, dynamical systems...



“It is a privilege to create beautiful things without having to worry
about their applications.”

Nalini Anantharaman





Frances Kirwan (Oxford): algebraic and symplectic geometry.



“..the Mathematics Department insisted on addressing me as
Mr. F Kirwan in all official correspondence.”

Frances Kirwan





Kasia Rejzner (York): mathematical physics, operator algebras...



“Making a mistake should not be a reason for getting discouraged.”
Kasia Rejzner





Irina Kmit (Berlin): hyperbolic differential equations, bifurcation and stability
analysis...



“[Mathematics] is a language without borders.”
Irina Kmit





Margarida Mendes Lopes (Lisbon): algebraic geometry.



“[I] felt rather isolated in Lisbon before the era of internet and Skype.”
Margarida Mendes Lopes





Karin Baur (Graz): cluster algebras, categorification...



“Seeing very young people die of serious illnesses [...] convinced me
that I’d rather study mathematics than medicine.”

Karin Baur





Dušanka Perǐsić (Novi Sad): functional analysis, generalized function theories.



“[maths at university] was rather different from what I had been taught
at school!”

Dušanka Perǐsić





Alice Fialowski (Pécs): functional analysis, Lie theory...



“Having to set and solve a problem on my own was very good training.”
Alice Fialowski





Katrin Wendland (Freiburg): geometry and quantum field theory.



“The many different aspects of mathematics make it a very appealing
subject.”

Katrin Wendland





Barbara Nelli (L’Aquila): geometric analysis, minimal surfaces...



“The application for [a] PhD fellowship meant taking a competitive
exam [...]; I liked the challenge.”

Barbara Nelli





Oksana Yakimova (Jena): algebraic groups and Lie algebras, Poisson
structures...



“At my first school [...] a female teacher spotted me and was pleased
when I answered her questions.”

Oksana Yakimova





Kaisa Matomäki (Turku): number theory.



“I had a lot of time to think about mathematics when I was on
maternity leave for my first child.”

Kaisa Matomäki





Stefka Bouyuklieva (Veliko Tarnovo): combinatorics, coding theory...



“I feel happy solving a mathematical problem in the same way as my
mother very much enjoys solving Sudoku games.”

Stefka Bouyuklieva





To know more: the catalogue

Pictures: Noël Matoff,
Interviews: Sylvie Paycha, Sara Azzali.



Extensions of the exhibitions:



In Cambridge:



In Santiago:



In Kaiserslautern:



Ongoing projects:

I Women of mathematics along the Mediterranean shores,
including portraits of Sofia Labropoulou (Greece) and Marta Sanz Solé
(Spain).

I Women of mathematics in Australia,
including portraits of Rowena Ball, Asilata Bapat, Joan Lisaca, Cheryl
Praeger , Jacqui Ramagge and Katherine Turner.


